Winnowed RFair cards for Whistling Season Jan. '04
Beth surprises Mac (with comments or insights) more often than he likes to show.
--Beth is not sure Mac measures up to all he should be.

She does not want some other successful man; wants him, but with more success to his credit.
--Beth delivers the talk on Ben English on 4th of July

--leaving station, she says, "I don't know why I ever agreed to this"; don't reveal that she's to speak until she's called on to do it.

--she remembers Ben English
It's time we weren't here.

- have Beth say?
Pete

- Reese family mammal
Beth: show her continuing mad against Double W.
Describe Beth near start of ch. 2, where she and Jick are in kitchen. Give her family b'gnd, start of their life with FS...
Hazel Bonnet as model for Beth in looks?

No - Madeline Grande
Beth was born with the century; 2-3 years younger than Mac. (3 yrs out of 4)

--leaped in with the century: Feb. 29, 1900. Family game, coin-flip or some such, of deciding each year when she'd celebrate her birthday, Feb. 28 or March 1.
--Maybe card-cut: red card the 28th, black the 1st.

--She surprised my father more often than he wanted to show.
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